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INTRODUCTION
Representation theory of finite groups prompted the introduction of the
Brauer group of a field and also of its Schur subgroups. The theory of
quadratic forms and spaces introduced the Zr2Z-graded variant of the
Brauer group together with the typical Clifford algebras and related
w xrepresentations; cf. the work of Wall 29 . The extension of the Zr2Z-
graded theory to gradings by other cyclic groups and consequently to
abelian groups, replacing the usual Clifford algebras by the so-called
generalized Clifford algebras, is then natural from the algebraic point of
view. However, extension to nonabelian groups did not seem to be possi-
ble, at least not by simple modifications of the abelian theory. At the same
time, the generalization of the Brauer group of graded algebras obtained
w x  .by Long 12, 13 made use of Hopf algebras but again co- commutativity
conditions were present. The recent interest in quantum groups motivated
the authors to introduce the Brauer group of a quantum group as the
Brauer group of crossed module algebras also called quantum Yang]
. w xBaxter module algebras in 4, 5 . The use of the category of crossed
w xmodules originated in the case of group algebras; cf. Whitehead 30 .
 .Module algebras or coalgebras of this crossed type were introduced by
w xRadford in 24 and used by Majid in the description of modules over
Drinfel'd quantum doubles.
 .The non- co- commutativity aspects of the theory concerning the Brauer
group in terms of crossed module algebras do not have a counterpart in
classical theory. Note that a first unifying categorical theory has been
w xobtained by Pareigis in 23 ; this theory deals with the Brauer group of a
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symmetric monoidal category. The restriction to a symmetric monoidal
category, probably viewed as just a commutativity condition, does in fact
restrict attention to trivial actions and coactions.
In order to formulate the construction of the Brauer group of a
quantum group into a categorical framework, one has to extend the
categorical construction to the situation of braided monoidal categories,
w x w xrecently considered by Majid 15, 18 and Joyal and Street 9 . Indeed, the
fact that the category of crossed modules is a braided monoidal category is
w xat the heart of 4, 5 so the consideration of the general braided case seems
to be a natural extension. The Brauer group of a braided monoidal
category generalizes precisely the notion of the Brauer]Long group to the
categorical setting. This is most obvious when considering Hopf algebras
over C. It is clear that the Brauer group of such a Hopf algebra is still
w xlarge and may even fail to be an abelian torsion group 28 , where the
usual Brauer group of C is trivial. The extra complexity apparent in the
Brauer group of a Hopf algebra or a braided monoidal category is entirely
created by the Hopf algebra action and coaction properties, resp. by the
braiding properties. Concrete calculations may therefore be linked to
problems of a more representation theoretic nature!
In Section 1, we recall some definitions concerning braided monoidal
categories and the objects in them. The elementary algebras in a braided
monoidal category C are studied in Section 2. Those algebras are still
w xclosely related to the Morita theory of C as defined by Pareigis 23 . This
allows us to characterize Azumaya algebras in C and leads to the defini-
tion of the Brauer group of C which need not be an abelian group. The
examples in Section 3 establish how all known Brauer groups derive from
this unifying definition, for example, the Brauer group of a field, the
 .Brauer group of a scheme, the Brauer]Wall group see Example 3.9 , the
 .graded Brauer group see Example 3.8 , the Brauer group with respect to a
bicharacter as defined by Childs, Garfinkel, and Orzech, the Brauer]Long
 . group see Example 3.11 , and the Brauer group of a quantum group see
.Example 3.12 . Moreover, a general Rosenberg]Zelinsky exact sequence
 .of an Azumaya algebra is presented see Proposition 3.14 .
X .In Section 4, we construct a second Brauer group Br C of separable
algebras in a braided monoidal category C. The main result of this section
is Theorem 4.9. The approach to Theorem 4.9 is different from that of
Pareigis even in the symmetric case where more conditions are required
 .see Examples 4.13 . In order to stay close to the classic cases, one then
has to demand that the braided monoidal category considered is cocom-
plete abelian and has a nice unit. There is a functorial monomorphism
X .  .  .from the second Brauer group Br C to the first Brauer group Br C of
a braided monoidal category C. The monomorphism becomes an isomor-
phism if the unit of C is a projective object in C.
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In order to know how far the Brauer group of a braided monoidal
category is from the Brauer group of a quantum group, we have to study
the behavior of the Brauer group of a braided monoidal category under
base change. The Tannaka]Krein theorem will play an important role
 .here see Theorem 5.3 .
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let us briefly recall the definition of a braided monoidal category. For
w x  .full detail we refer to 9, 18 . A braided monoidal category is C , m, I, f
 .where C , m, I is a monoidal category satisfying the coherence conditions
w x14 , and f, called a braiding, is a natural transformation between the two
op  .functors m and m with opposite product from C = C ª C. This is a
collection of functorial isomorphisms f : V m W ª W m V obeying twoV , W
``hexagon'' coherence identities. In our notation these are
f s f (f , f s f (f . 1 .VmW , Z V , Z W , Z V , WmZ V , Z V , W
 .  .The associativity morphism V m W m Z ( V m W m Z is suppressed
 .in 1 . One easily deduces identities of the following type:
f s id s f . 2 .V , I V I , V
 . 2Then morphisms associated with I are suppressed in 2 . If f s id, then
one of the hexagons is superfluous and we have an ordinary symmetric
monoidal category.
 .Let C be a braided monoidal category. If P g C , denote by P X the
 .  .set C X, P for X g C. If the functor C ym P, Q is representable, the
w x w xrepresenting object is denoted by P, Q . If, for any object Q g C, P, Q
w xexists, then the tensor functor ym P has a right adjoint functor P, ] ,
that is, ;X, P g C ,
w xC X m P , Q ( C X , P , Q . .  .
 .Similarly, if the functor C P m ], Q is representable, then the represent-
 4ing object is denoted by P, Q . Now the evaluation map
 :w xP , Q X = P Y ª Q X m Y , f , p ¬ f p , .  .  .  .
w xis induced by the composition of morphisms; here P, Q operates on P
w x w xfrom the left side. We say that P is a finite object of C if P, P and P, I
exist and the canonical morphism
w x w xP m P , I ª P , P
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induced by
w xP X m P Y m P , I Z ª P X m Y m Z .  .  .  .
is an isomorphism. This is equivalent to the existence of a ``dual basis''
w x .  :  .p m f g P m P, I I such that p f p s p for all p g P X and0 0 0 0
X g C. Moreover, P is called faithfully projecti¨ e if the morphism
w xP , I m P ª I ,w P , P x
induced by the evaluation, is an isomorphism. That is to say, there exists
w x . .  :  .an element f m p g P, I m P I with f p s id g I I . P1 w P , P x 1 w P , P x 1 1
is said to be a progenerator if P is finite and there is an element
w x . .  :  .f m p g P, I m P I such that f p s id g I I . If I is projective1 1 1 1
in C , then P is faithfully projective if and only if P is a progenerator; cf.
w x22 .
A monoidal category C is rigid if every object V g C is finite. Denote
U w x Uby V the object P, I and by ev the evaluation map: V m V ª I.V
Write coev for the composite map of the following canonical maps:V
w x UI ª P , P ª V m V . 3 .
Then
coev evU U6 6V VmV mV , V m V m V V , 4 .  . .
coev evU U U U U U6 6V V mV mV , V m V m V V 5 .  . .
compose to id and id U , respectively. V U is called the left dual of V. TheV V
model is that of a finite-dimensional vector space or a finitely generated
.projective module over a commutative ring .
 . A functor F from braided monoidal category C , m, I, f to D, m ,C
.J, f is called a monoidal functor if the natural transformationsD
d : F X m F Y ª F X m Y , j : J ª FI .  .  .
are isomorphisms, and d , j should be compatible with the associativity
 w x .morphisms see 14, 23 for detail . If, in addition, F respects the braiding,
then F is called a tensor functor.
An object A in a monoidal category C is called an algebra if there are
two morphisms in C :
p : A m A ª A , m : I ª A
satisfying the associativity and unitary conditions of usual algebras but
w xexpressed in diagrams. We recall from 23 some notions concerning
modules in a monoidal category. Let C be a monoidal category, and let A,
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B be algebras in C. An object M in C is called an A]B-bimodule if there
are morphisms in C :
m mA B6 6A m M M , M m B M
satisfying the coherence conditions:
idmm m midA B6 6A m A m M A m M M m B m B M m B
6 6 6 6
m mpmid idmpA B
m mA B6 6A m M M M m B M
 .  .and m m m id s m id m m on A m M m B. The bimodule cate-B A B A A B
gory C consists of objects in C which have an A]B-bimodule structureA B
and morphisms in C which are A]B-bilinear. Write C , C for theA B
categories C and C , respectively. Let P be an A]B-bimodule in C.A I I B A B
Then P induces a functor
F : C ª C , X ¬ X m P g C .A B A B
w xIf F is representable, we denote by P, ] the representing object. We sayB
w x w xthat P is faithfully projecti¨ e if P, B and P, P exist andB B
w x w x w xP m P , B ª P , P , P , B m P ª BBB w P , P x B
are isomorphisms. Then we have that F is an equivalence if and only if PB
w xis faithfully projective and P, P ( A in C.B
Let A be an algebra in C. The opposite algebra A of A is defined as
follows: A s A as an object in C , but with multiplication p being p (f.
One may easily prove that A is indeed an algebra in C. If A, B are
algebras in C , then A m B with multiplication given by
idmfmid 6
A m B m A m B A m A m B m B ª A m B .  .  .  .
w xis an algebra in C ; cf. 18 . Denote the preceding algebra by AaB. In
eeparticular, we write A and A for C-en¨eloping algebras AaA and AaA,
respectively. For more details of algebras and Hopf algebras in a braided
w xcategory, we refer to 18, 19 . In the sequel, for the sake of simplification,
we will often use braiding figures in the proofs. A good and detailed
w xexplanation of the diagrammatic methods can be found in 16 . For
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examples:
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A, B be algebras in C. AaB( BaA.
Proof. The morphism from BaA to AaB is defined as the braiding f.
It is sufficient to check that f is an algebra morphism. That is, to show
that
But this is equivalent to showing that
f f m f id m f m id s id m f m id f f m f . .  .  .  .
Note that
f s id m f m id f m f id m f m id . .  .  .12 , 34 2, 3 1, 2 3, 4 2, 3
Now we have
id m f m id f f m f .  .2, 3 12, 34 1, 2 3, 4
s id m f m id f m f f .  .2, 3 1, 2 3, 4 12, 34
s id m f m id f m f .  .2, 3 1, 2 3, 4
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= id m f m id f m f id m f m id .  .  .2, 3 1, 2 3, 4 2, 3
s f f m f id m f m id , .  .12 , 34 1, 2 3, 4 2, 3
where the subscriptions indicate the positions of the objects.
w xRecall from 23 that an object M in C is called B-coflat if, for allA B
algebras C g C and objects X g C , M m X exists and if the naturalB C B
 .  .morphism M m X m Y ª M m X m Y in C is an isomorphismB B A D
for N g C . M is called bicoflat if M is A-coflat and B-coflat.D
2. THE ELEMENTARY ALGEBRAS IN C
 .Let C , m, I, f be a braided monoidal category. A Morita context in C
 4is a sextuple A, B, P , Q , f , g consisting of algebras A, B g C , anA B B A
A]B-bimodule P g C , a B]A-bimodule Q g C , and bilinear mor-A B B A
phisms
f : P m Q ª A , g : Q m P ª BB A
making commutative the following diagrams:
fmid gmid6 6
P m Q m P A m P Q m P m Q B m QB A A A B B
6 6 6 6
; ;idmg idmf
; ;6 6P m B P Q m A Q.B A
A morphism in C , h: M ª N, is said to be rationally surjective if h:
 .  .M I ª N I is surjective. The following result concerning a Morita
w xcontext can be found in 23, Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 and holds in general in
a monoidal category.
 4THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B, P , Q , f , g be a Morita context in C. IfA B B A
 .P, Q are bicoflat and f , g are rationally surjecti¨ e equi¨ alently isomorphisms ,
then
 . w x  4 w x  41 A ( P, P ( Q, Q and B ( Q, Q ( P, P as algebrasB B A A
in C.
 . w x  4 w x  42 P , Q, A , Q, B and Q , P, B , P, A as bimodulesA B B A
in C.
 .3 P, P , Q, and Q are faithfully projecti¨ e.A B B A
 .Proof. The pair of functors Q m ], P m ] defines an equivalenceA B
between the categories C and C. So the isomorphisms concerningA B
 4 w xobjects ] follow from 23, Theorem 5.3 . Shifting left modules to right
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modules, we have the equivalence between C and C defined by the pairA B
 . w xof functors ym P, ym Q . An argument similar to 23, Theorem 5.3A B
w x  .yields the other isomorphisms concerning objects ] . 3 follows from the
definition of faithfully projective objects.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let P be a faithfully projecti¨ e object in C. Then
 . w x  U U41 P, P ( P , P as algebras in C.
 .  4 w U U x2 P, P ( P , P as algebras in C.
 .  4w x3 P , P ( P, P as algebras in C.
w x U w xProof. Let A s P, P . Then P is an A]I-bimodule, and P s P, I
w x w xis an I]A-bimodule in C. Let f be the canonical map P m P, I ª P, P
w x w xand g be the evaluation map P, I m P ª I. Then P, P ,w P , P x
U 4I, P, P , f , g is a Morita context in C. Applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain
 .  .the algebra isomorphisms 1 and 2 .
Now we view P as an I]A-bimodule via
f
P m A ª A m P ª P .
USimilarly, P is an A]I-bimodule in C. This yields a Morita context in C :
UA , I , P , P , f , g , 5A I I A
U Uwhere f : P m P ª I induced by g and g : P m P ª A induced by f areA
U U 4 w xisomorphisms. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that A ( P, P ( P , P .
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M, N be faithfully projecti¨ e objects in C. Then
 . w x w x w x1 M, M a N, N ( M m N, M m N .
 .  4  4  42 M, M a N, N ( M m N, M m N .
 . w xProof. 1 Let X be a finite object in C. We may identify X, X with
X m X U via the canonical map f in Corollary 2.2. In fact, X m X U is an
algebra and f is an algebra isomorphism. The multiplication map of
X m X U is
idmgmidU U U6X m X m X m X X m X , .  .
where g is the evaluation map. Note that
U U U Uw x w x w xM m N s M m N , I , M , N , I s M , N , N m M . .
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Define a morphism
idmf U UNmN . , MU U U U6u : M m N m N m M M m M m N m N .
Clearly u is an isomorphism, and hence the composition of morphisms
w x U UQ : M m N , M m N ( M m N m N m M .  .
u U U w x w xª M m M m N m N ( M , M a N , N .  .
is an isomorphism, too. To show that Q is an algebra morphism, it is
sufficient to check that u is an algebra morphism. This can be shown by
the factorial property of the evaluation map ev. That is,
 .  4 w U U x2 By Corollary 2.2, we have isomorphisms M, M ( M , M
 4 w U U x  .  .and N, N ( N , N . Now, applying 1 , we obtain the isomorphism 2 .
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A be an algebra in C , M a faithfully projecti¨ e
object in C.
 . w x w x1 Aa M, M ( M, M aA.
 .  4  42 Aa M, M ( M, M aA.
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 .  .  .Proof. We establish statement 1 . Then statement 2 follows from 1
 . w x Uand 2 of Corollary 2.2. Identifying M, M with M m M , we define a
morphism h as the composition of the following morphisms:
fy1mid idmfU U U6 6A m M m M M m A m M M m M m A.
It is clear that h is an isomorphism. We show that h is an algebra
morphism diagrammatically as follows:
In the last equality, we used the functoriality of the braiding. That is, the
multiplication map commutes with the braiding.
3. AZUMAYA ALGEBRAS IN C
In this section we define Azumaya algebras in a braided monoidal
category C , and construct the Brauer group of C. Let A be an algebra in
C , and Ae, eA the C-enveloping algebras of A. Then A is an object in the
category e C as well as in C e viaA A
idmf p6
AaA m A A m A m A ª A
and
fmid p6
A m AaA A m A m A ª A.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a braided monoidal category, A an algebra in C.
The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 The following two functors are equi¨ alence functors:
C ª C , X ¬ A m X ,AaA
6 .
C ª C , X ¬ X m A.AaA
 .2 A is faithfully projecti¨ e in C , and the following canonical mor-
phisms are isomorphisms:
 .  . w x .  . :  .i F: AaA X ª A, A X , F aab d s ap b m d , where
 .  .  .X, Y g C , d g A Y , and ap b m d g A X m Y .
 .  .  4 .  :  .  .ii G: AaA X ª A, A X , d G aab s p d m a b, where
 .  .  .X,Y g C , d g A Y , and p d m a b g A X m Y .
 . w xProof. Follows from Morita Theorem 2.1 and 23, Theorem 5.1 .
 .  .An algebra A in C satisfying condition 1 or 2 is called a C-Azumaya
 .algebra or an Azumaya algebra in C .
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be an Azumaya algebra in C. Then the functors
A m ] and ym A are monoidal functors and e C , Ce are monoidal cate-A A
gories.
Proof. Let X be an object in e C. Then X is an object in C via theA A A
composition maps
;
Am X ª AaI m X ¨ AaA m X ª X , 7 .  .  .
fy1 ;
Xm A ª A m X ª IaA m X ¨ AaA m X ª X . 8 .  .  .
On the other hand, each object Y g C may be viewed as an object inA A
e C viaA
idmf 6
AaA m Y A m Y m A ª Y . 9 .  .
Thus one has a tensor product m in e C and A is a unit with respect toA A
m which makes e C into a monoidal category. Now A m ] is a monoidalA A
functor between C and e C because, for M, N g C , the isomorphismA
A m M m A m N , A m M m N g e C .  .  .A A
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is as follows:
eSimilarly, ym A is a monoidal functor and C is a monoidal category.A
THEOREM 3.3. Let C be a braided monoidal category.
 . w x1 P, P is an Azumaya algebra in C if P is faithfully projecti¨ e in C.
 .2 If A is an Azumaya algebra in C , so is A.
 .3 AaB is an Azumaya algebra in C if A, B are Azumaya algebras
in C.
 . w xProof. 1 Let A be P, P . It is obvious that A is faithfully projec-
U U U Uw x  4 w xtive. By Theorem 2.1 we have P, P ( P , P and A ( P , P . This
U U U Uw x w x w x w xyields that AaA ( P, P a P , P ( P m P , P m P s A, A , and
U U U U 4  4  4  4AaA ( P, P a P , P ( P m P , P m P s A, A . Therefore A is
an Azumaya algebra in C.
 .2 Let A be an Azumaya algebra in C. Then AaA (
w x w x  4w x 4AaA( A , A ( A, A ( A, A , and AaA ( AaA( A , A ( A, A
 4( A, A . This means that A is Azumaya in C.
 .3 Suppose that A, B are Azumaya in C. We have
AaB aAaB , AaBaBaA .
w x, Aa B , B aA
w x, AaAa B , B
w x w x, A , A a B , B
w x, AaB , AaB .
 .  4Similarly, AaBa AaB ( AaB, AaB .
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Now we are able to define the Brauer group of a braided monoidal
 .category C. Let B C be the set of isomorphism classes of Azumaya
 .algebras in C. Then B C is a semigroup with product a as before. Define
 .a relation ; in B C as follows: A ; B if and only if there exist
faithfully projective objects M, N g C such that
w x w xAa M , M ( Ba N , N . 10 .
 .It is clear that ; is an equivalence relation in B C . Now we have
THEOREM 3.4. If C is a braided monoidal category, then the quotient set
 .B C r; is a group with product induced by a and an in¨erse operator
 .induced by the opposite . This group is denoted by Br C and is called the
w xBrauer group of category C. If A is C-Azumaya, A indicates the Brauer
 .class in Br C .
 .Remark 3.5. 1 So far we do not assume the braided monoidal
categories considered to be additive. The algebras in the categories may be
 .nonadditive. Thus the abelian Brauer group of a symmetric category
w x defined in 22 is the special case of the Brauer group not necessarily
.abelian of a braided category.
 .  .2 The equivalence relation 10 turns out to be the Morita equiva-
w xlence relation. One may generalize the proofs of 5, 3.8]3.10 to obtain
that C-Azumaya algebras A and B are equivalent if and only if A and B
w x  .are Morita equivalent. Therefore we have that A s 1 g Br C if and
w xonly if A s P, P for some faithfully projective object P g C.
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let C be the symmetric monoidal category M with thek
usual tensor product m where k is a field or a commutative ring. It is easyk
 .  . w xto see that Br C s Br k , the classical Brauer group of k; cf. 2 .
 .EXAMPLE 3.7. Let X, O be a scheme with ring structure sheaf O .X X
Let C be the category of O -module sheaves. Then C is a symmetricX
category with the usual tensor product over O . It is a routine check that aX
sheaf of modules M in C is faithfully projective if and only if M is of
finite type and locally free. Therefore a C-Azumaya algebra is exactly a
 .  . wsheaf of Azumaya algebras over O . So we have Br C s Br O ; cf. 1,X X
x20 .
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let R be a commutative ring graded by an abelian group
G. Let C be the category of graded R-modules. Then C is a symmetric
 .category with graded tensor product over R. An algebra in C is a
G-graded R-algebra. A C-Azumaya algebra is nothing else but a G-graded
 .  . w xR-Azumaya algebra. It follows that Br C s Br R ; cf. 3 .G
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EXAMPLE 3.9. Let C be the graded category Gr]R graded by the
group Z , where R is a commutative ring with trivial gradation and the2
tensor product is over R. Define a braiding in C :
f : M m N ª N m M ,
 . where f m m n s yn m m if m g M , n g N M s M [ M , N1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
.s N [ N , otherwise, f s tw, the twist map. C together with f is a0 1
 .braided monoidal category. The Brauer group Br C is nothing else but
 . w xthe Brauer]Wall group BW R ; cf. 29 .
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let G be an abelian group, R a commutative ring with
trivial gradation. Let x : G = G ª R be a bicharacter. Take C as the
 .category of G-graded R-modules. Then C , m , R, f is a braided monoidalR
category, where f is a braiding
M m N ª N m M , m m n ¬ n m m x h m g , g , h g G. .g h h g
One may easily see that the Brauer group of C is the Brauer group Br R,x
. w xG defined by Childs, Garfinkel, and Orzech in 6 . When x is trivial, C is
 .  .a symmetric category and Br C is the Brauer group Br R, G defined by
w xKnus; cf. 10 .
EXAMPLE 3.11. Let H be a commutative and cocommutative Hopf
algebra over a commutative ring k. An H-dimodule M is an R-module
with a left H-module structure and a right H-comodule structure which
satisfy the compatibility condition:
r h ? m s h ? m m m , .  0. 1.
 .where the notation  m m m denotes the comodule structure of r m ,0. 1.
m g M. Let C be the category of H-dimodules and morphisms. Define a
braiding in C as follows:
f : M m N ª N m M , m m n ¬ m ? n m m . 1. 0.
 .Then C , m , k, f is a braided monoidal category and the Brauer group ofk
 . w xC is the Brauer]Long group BD H, k ; cf. 12, 13 . There are two braided
monoidal subcategories of C. One is the subcategory of left H-modules
 .with trivial comodule structures M, and another is the subcategory ofH
 . Hright H-comodules with the trivial left H-actions M . In both subcate-
gories the braiding f becomes the twist map. So the Brauer groups
 .  H .  .Br M and Br M are abelian subgroups of Br C .H
The most interesting Brauer group is the Brauer group of a Hopf
w xalgebra with bijective antipode. For the details, we refer to 4, 5 .
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EXAMPLE 3.12. Let H be a Hopf algebra over a commutative ring k
with a bijective antipode S. An H-crossed module is a k-module M on
which H acts on the left side and coacts on the right side. The action and
coaction satisfy the compatibility condition: m g M, h g H,
r h ? m s h ? m m h m Sy1 h . .  . 2. 0. 3. 1. 1.
Let C be the category of H-crossed modules and their morphisms. Then
 .C , m , k, f is a braided monoidal category where f is defined ask
M m N ª N m M , m m n ¬ n m n ? m , m g M , n g N. 0. 1.
The Brauer group of C is called the Brauer group of H-crossed module
 .algebras, denoted by BQ H, k . This notion of Brauer group contains the
Brauer]Long group as a special case. However, it is quite different from
the classical Brauer groups, even the Brauer]Long group, and it essen-
tially deals with the finite representations and structure of the Hopf
algebra. For instance, let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a
 .field and let Aut H be the Hopf algebra automorphism group of H. We
 w x.have an exact sequence of groups cf. 28 :
U1 ª G D H ª G D H ª Aut H ª BQ k , H , .  .  .  . .  .
 .where G ] is the group functor from Hopf algebras to the groups of
 .grouplike elements of the Hopf algebras and D H is the quantum double
w xof H; cf. 7 . For example, if H is the Radford Hopf algebra of dimension
nq1  .  .  w x.m2 , m ) 2, then GL C rU is a subgroup of BQ C, H cf. 28 ,n m
 .where U is the subgroup of GL C which is isomorphic to the group ofm n
mth roots of units by diagonally embedding. This example shows that the
 .Brauer group BQ k, H may be a nontorsion group even if the Hopf
algebra is ``small.''
Now let H be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. That is, H is a Hopf
algebra with an element R s  R1. m R2. in H m H satisfying several
 w x.axioms cf. 18 . It is well known that the category M of left H-modulesH
is a braided monoidal category with a braiding f as follows:
M m N ª N m M , m m n ¬ R2 ? n m R1 ? m , m g M , n g N.
 .The Brauer group of M is denoted by BM H, k which is a subgroup ofH
 .  . w xBQ H, k and contains the usual Brauer group Br k ; cf. 5 .
 .On the other hand, if H is a coquasitriangular CQT Hopf algebra
  .  .Uwhich is a pair H, R , here H is a Hopf algebra, R g H m H is
invertible with respect to the convolution product and satisfies several
w x. Haxioms; cf. 11, 17 , the category M of right H-comodules is a braided
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monoidal category with braiding
M m N ª N m M ,
m m n ¬ n m m R n m m , m g M , n g N. . 0. 0. 1. 1.
 H .  .The Brauer group Br M is denoted by BC H, k which also contains
 .  . w xthe usual Brauer group Br k and is a subgroup of BQ H, k ; cf. 5 .
 .Examples 3.9 and 3.10 are special cases of BC k, H when H is the group
Hopf algebra RZ and kG, respectively.2
Remark 3.13. Recently Drinfel'd and Majid generalized Hopf algebras
to quasi-Hopf algebras and coquasi-Hopf algebras by deforming the co-
multiplication or multiplication of Hopf algebras, and then they defined
the quasitriangular quasi-Hopf algebra and coquasitriangular coquasi-Hopf
w xalgebras 8, 15 . For instance, if H is a quasitriangular quasi-Hopf algebra,
then the category M of left H-modules is a braided monoidal category.H
Therefore the Brauer group of M may be constructed in the precedingH
way.
To end this section, we present a generalized Rosenberg]Zelinsky
sequence for an Azumaya algebra in a braided monoidal category C. Let
us first define the Picard group of C. An object P in C is called an
in¨ertible object if P m ] defines an equivalence between C and itself.
That is, there exists an object Q g C such that P m Q , I. The set of
isomorphism classes of invertible objects in C becomes a group with the
product m and unit represented by I. The Picard group of C is denoted by
 .  .Pic C . From the definition, one may easily see that Pic C contains the
 .  .usual Picard group Pic I . In all of the preceding examples Pic C is a
 . w xdirect product of Pic I with another group; cf. 5, Prop. 4.3 .
Now let A be an algebra in C. A morphism f : A ª A in C is said to be
 .a C-automorphism if f is an algebra isomorphism in C. Denote by Aut A
 .the C-algebra automorphism group of A. An element a g Aut A is said
 .  . y1to be inner if there exists an element a g A I such that a x s axa
 .  .for any x g A X , X g C. Note that the set A I is a monoid with unit
being the unit map m. So ay1 makes sense if it exists. It is obvious that the
 .  .set of all inner elements of Aut A is a subgroup of Aut A , denoted by
 .INN A . Given two C-automorphisms a , b of A, we define an object Aa b
in e C as follows: A s A as an object in C , but with Ae-moduleA a b
structure given by
ambmid pidmp6 6AaA m A A m A m A A m A ª A. .
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Now a straightforward verification shows that such objects as defined
 .previously satisfy the following relations: for a , b , g g Aut A ,
 .  .i A , A via g ,a b ga gb
 .ii A m A , A ,a b A a g a bg
 .  .iii A , A if and only if a g INN A .id a id id
 . eGiven an a g Aut A , we have a canonical isomorphism in C :A
A , A m I ,id a a
 . A  .where I is an object in C. Let ] be the inverse equivalence functora
 . Aof A m ] in Theorem 3.1. It is clear that A s I . Since A m ] is aid a a
 . Amonoidal functor, ] is a monoidal functor, too. It follows from relation
 .ii that, in C ,
A AAI s A , A m A , I m I , a , b g Aut A . .  . .  .ab id a b id a id b a b
 .It is easy to see that I , a g Aut A , is an invertible object in C witha
inverse object I y1 . This yields a well-defined homomorphism F from thea
 .  .  .group Aut A to the Picard group Pic C , which is given by F a s I .a
 .Finally, relation iii gives rise to the following:
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let A be an Azumaya algebra in C. The following
sequence is exact:
F
1 ª INN A ª Aut A ª Pic C . 11 .  .  .  .
4. SEPARABLE ALGEBRAS IN A BRAIDED
MONOIDAL CATEGORY
In this section we study separable algebras in a braided monoidal
category and construct a second Brauer group in the sense of separable
algebras. In order to simplify our computations, we assume the braided
monoidal category C to be a k-linear cocomplete abelian category with the
unit k being a commutati¨ e ring and with the ordinary tensor product o¨er k.
Algebras in C are k-algebras with some extra structures; objects in C are
k-modules with additional structures. Thus, in this section, we may use 1 to
 .substitute the unit map m: k ª A for an algebra A in C and replace A k
by A.
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An algebra A in C is said to be separable if the multiplication map
peA s AaA ª A
splits in e C.A
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be an algebra in C. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is separable.
e .  .  .  .2 There is an element c g A k such that p c s 1 and aa1 c sl l l
e .  .1aa c g A k .l
 .  .  .  .3 There is an element c g AaA k such that p c s 1 and aa1 c
 .  .s c 1aa g AaA k .
e .  .  .  .4 There is an element c g A k such that p c s 1 and c aa1 sr r r
e .  .c 1aa g A k .r
p .5 The epimorphism AaA ª A splits in C .A A
p . e6 The epimorphism AaA ª A splits in C .A
y1 . eProof. One may choose c as the inverse image of p 1 g A andl
c s c s c . Then a straightforward argument finishes the proof.r l
 .The element c g AaA k satisfying the previous conditions is called a
Casimir element of A. Each Casimir element c of A induces a map
Tr: C M , N ª C M , N or Tr: C M , N ª C M , N .  .  .  . AA
 .for any two objects M, N g C . Precisely, let X g C , c s aab g AaA k .A
The trace map induced by c is
F ¬ M X 2 m ¬ f ma b g N X g C M , N . 4 .  .  .  . A
Since the trace map is natural in X, we have
Tr: C X m M , N ª C X m M , N . .  . A
This induces the trace map
w x w xTr: M , N ª M , N ,A
w x w xwhere M, N , M, N always exist because of our assumption on C.A
Similarly, for M, N g C , we have a trace mapA
 4  4Tr: M , N ª M , N .A
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 .Now since p c s ab s 1, we even obtain that
Tr
C M , N ª C M , N ª C M , N .  .  .A A
 .is the identity on C M, N . Similarly, the compositionA
Trw x w x w xM , N ª M , N ª M , NA A
w xis the identity on M, N . Now we consider the opposite and the productA
of separable algebras in C. To simplify the notation, we will write in the
 .sequel, for example, ua¨ instead of u a¨ for a Casimir element c ofi i A
a separable algebra A.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A, B be separable algebras in C. Then
 .1 A is a separable algebra in C.
 .2 AaB is a separable algebra in C.
 .Proof. 1 Let c s ua¨ be a Casimir element of A. Then a routineA
y1 .  .computation shows that f u m ¨ g AaA I is a Casimir element of A.
So A is separable in C.
 .2 Let c s ua¨ and c s xay be the Casimir elements of A andA B
 .  .  .B, respectively. Write c for the element f x m u a ¨ay g AaB
 . .a AaB k . We verify that c is a Casimir element of AaB. Write aab
 . w .  .xfor an arbitrary element of AaB X . We show that aab a 1a1 c s
w .  .x w .  .xc 1a1 a aab diagrammatically. aab a 1a1 c s
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w .  .x w .  .xs aa1 a 1a1 c 1a1 a 1ab . On the other hand, we have
w .  .xc 1a1 a aab s
w .  .x w .  .xs aa1 a 1a1 c 1a1 a 1ab . The proof is completed.
 .Note that in the preceding and later diagrams, the labeled lowercase
elements are changed though we still use the same letters. We treat here
the braiding of elements as we do the braiding of objects. One should
understand that, for example, when element x passes a braiding it is no
longer equal to x, but we still denote it by x.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let A be a separable algebra in C. The left center and
l .  <right center of A are defined respectively as follows: Z A s b g A ;a
r .4  .  <  .4g A, ab s p a m b and Z A s b g A ;a g A, ba s p b m a .
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let A be a separable algebra in C. Then
 . l . r .1 Z A , Z A are objects in C.
 .  4 l . w x r .e e2 A, A s Z A and A, A s Z A .A A
 .Proof. 1 Let c be a Casimir element of A. Let ©, £ denote the
left Ae-module and right eA-module structures of A, respectively. Then
l . r .c © A s Z A and A £ c s Z A . In fact, ; x g A, let b s c © x.
 .  .  .Then, for any a g A, ab s aa1 © b s aa1 c © x s 1aa c © x s
l .  .  .1aa © b s p a m b . This implies that c © A : Z A .
l .  .Conversely, write c s aab, ; x g Z A , c © x s ap b m x s abx s x.
l . r .Z A : c © A follows. The proof Z A s A £ c is similar.
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Second, we show that c © A and A £ c are objects in C. Let j be the
composition map of the unit map followed by the splitting map of p :
k ª A ª AaA.
eDenote by I the image of j in A s AaA which is isomorphic to k. Thee
monomorphism I ª Ae induces a composition map in C :e
©eI m A ª A m A ª A.e
It is easy to see that c © A is exactly the image of the preceding
composition map, and hence is an object in C. Similarly, A £ c is an
object in C , too.
 .  4 l . w x r .e e2 Now we show that A, A s Z A and A, A s Z A . WeA A
establish the first identity; the second one follows in a similar way. By
definition, we have to check that
e C A m X , A , C X , Zl A .  . .A
 .  l ..eis natural in X g C. Define a map C from C A m X, A to C X, Z AA
 .  .eas follows: ; f g C A m X, A , we define C f as the following composi-A
tion map:
f
X s k m X ª A m X ª A.
 . .  .  ..That C is well defined follows from c © C f X s C f c © k m X
 .  . .  . .  .es C f p c X s C f X for any f g C A m X, A . The inverse ofA
C is given by
Cy1 : C X , Zl A ª e C A m X , A , .  . . A
idmg pl6g ¬ A m X A m Z A ª A . . /
The naturality in X with respect to C is clear.
 .  4 eAn algebra A in C is said to be left or right central if A, A orA
w x .eA, A is equal to k. Let A be a separable algebra in C with a CasimirA
 .  .element c s aab. Then A is left or right central if and only if ap b m x
  . .g k for all x g A or p x m a b g k for all x g A .
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let A, B be separable algebras in C.
 .  4 w xe e1 A, A , A, A are direct summands of A in C.A A
 .  .  .2 If A is left or right central, then A is right or left central.
 .  .  .3 AaB is left or right central if A, B are left or right central.
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 .  4 w xe eProof. 1 By Proposition 4.4, the subobjects A, A , A, A of AA A
 4  4eexist. The trace map Tr: A ( A, A ª A, A is exactly the mapA A
induced by a Casimir element c s ua¨ g AaA as follows:
e  4A ª A , A , x ª up ¨ m x s c © x , x g A. .A
 4eThis trace map splits the monomorphism A, A ª A. Similarly, anotherA
trace map
ew xA ª A , A , x ª p x m u ¨ s x £ c, x g A , .A
w x  .esplits the monomorphism A, A ª A. In particular, if A is left or rightA
central, then k is a direct summand of A.
 .  .2 Let c s ua¨ be a Casimir element of A. By 1 of PropositionA
y1 .4.5, the element c s f u m ¨ g AaA is a Casimir element of A. IfA
A £ c s c © A, then A is right central. Indeed, for x g A, we haveA A
x £ c sA
 .s c © x, where the first identity holds because c g AaA k , and theA A
second one holds because the multiplication operator commutes with the
braiding.
 .3 It is sufficient to compute the elements of the form c © d,AaB
where d g AaB and c is the Casimir element stemming from c andAaB A
c , Casimir elements of A and B, respectively. Let c s ua¨ , c s xay,B A B
 .  .and c s f x m u a ¨ay . Given any element d s aab g AaB, weAaB
have
c © d s f x m u p ¨ay m aab . .  .  . .AaB
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In order to show that this element is in k, we use diagram chasing. First,
let us point out the following equality for Casimir elements:
We have c © d sAaB
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 .It follows that c © d g Aak X . However, we haveAaB
ua1 a¨a1 c s ua1 a1a1 1a1 a¨a1 c .  .  .AaB AaB
s ua1 a1a1 ¨a1 a1a1 c .  . AaB
s u¨a1 a1a1 c . AaB
s c .AaB
This yields
c ©d s ua1 a¨a1 c © d .AaB AaB
s ua1 a¨a1 © za1 , z g A .  .
ls up ¨ m z a1 g Z A ak .  .
s kak s k
and the proof is completed.
 4 w xe eAn algebra is central if both A, A , A, A are equal to k.A A
Before we establish the main result of this section, we introduce a few
more notions. Let A be an algebra in C. A subobject M of A is called an
ideal or C-ideal of A if M is an object in C in the usual way. That is,A A
the multiplication morphisms restrict to
A m M ª M and M m A ª M .
In particular, any subobject of k, unit of C , is an ideal of k. Note that C is
cocomplete. If M is an ideal of an algebra A in C , then there exists a
maximal ideal M containing M. If M is an ideal of algebra A, then ArM
 .is an algebra in C. An algebra is said to be simple or C-simple if A has
no ideal except A or 0.
 .PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A be a left or right central separable algebra in C.
A is simple if and only if the unit k is simple.
Proof. Suppose that A is a simple algebra in C and M is an ideal of k.
The image of M m A ª A, denoted by M A, is an ideal of A because
M A s AM. So M A s A by the assumption. Now let Tr be the trace map
  . .A ª k with Tr(m s id assured by 1 of Proposition 4.5 , where m:
k ª A is the unit morphism. Then
k s Tr A s Tr M A s M Tr A s M k s M . .  .  .
It follows that k is simple.
Conversely, if k is simple, then k is a field because k is commutative.
Note that A is a separable algebra over k since c , the Casimir element, isA
 .in AaA k . So A is a semisimple k-algebra. Now if A is a C-ideal of A,
then A is a real ideal of A, and hence there is a central idempotent e g A
 .such that A s Ae. We show that e is in the left right center of A. This
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follows from the diagrams:
 .that is, for any a g A, ea s p a m e . But ea s ae, and hence e is in
l .Z A s k. It follows that A l k / 0, which is an ideal of k, and hence
A = k. It follows that A s A and A is simple.
 .LEMMA 4.7. Let A be a left or right central separable algebra in C , and
let B be an algebra in C.
 .1 If f : A ª B is an algebra epimorphism in C , then B is a separable
algebra in C.
 .  .2 A m K is a left or right central separable algebra in C m K s
 < 4X m K X g C if K is a commutati¨ e k-algebra.
 .Proof. 1 One may check that the algebra morphism f m f maps the
Casimir elements of A to the Casimir elements of B. So B is a separable
algebra in C.
 .2 If c is a Casimir element of A, then c m 1 is a Casimir element
l .  .  .of A m K. The left center Z A m K s c m 1 © A m K s k m
K s K.
 .LEMMA 4.8. If A is a left or right central separable algebra in C , then
for any maximal C-ideal M of A, there exists a maximal ideal A of k such
that M s A A and M l k s A.
Proof. Let A s M l A. Denote by CX the category
< 4X g C A m X s 0, X g C .
CX is a braided monoidal category with the tensor product over krA and
Xunit krA. It is clear that A s ArM is a simple algebra in C . Since ArM
is separable in C , it is separable in CX. Let c be a Casimir element of A.
Then c, the image of c in ArMaArM, is a Casimir element of ArM.
l .  .The left center Z ArM s c © ArM s k q M rM s krA is the unit
of CX. ArM is left central in CX. Now, by Proposition 4.6, krA is simple.
It follows that A is a maximal ideal of k. On the other hand, ArA A is a
Xseparable algebra in C and the left center is c © ArA A s krk l A A
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s krA. Again, by Proposition 4.6 and the previous argument, ArA A is
simple. A A is a maximal ideal contained in M , and hence M s A A.
Now we are able to show the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 4.9. Let A be an algebra in C. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is a central separable algebra in C.
 .2 A is a progenerator in C , and the following canonical morphisms
are isomorphisms:
 . w x  . :  .i F: AaA ª A, A , F aab c s ap b m c ,
 .  4  :  .  .ii G: AaA ª A, A , c G aab s p c m a b.
 .3 A is separable and Azumaya in C.
 .  .Proof. 1 m 3 Suppose that A is central separable in C. By Proposi-
w xetion 4.4, A, A s k, and there exists a canonical Morita context in C :A
e w e x XeA , k , A , A , A s A , f , g , 4A
X e  : X w xe ewhere f : A m A ª A , a m p ª a p and g : A m A ª k s A, A ,A A
  : . .p m a ª x ª x p © a .
Let c be the inverse map p : Ae ª A such that pc s id . ThenA
X .  .  .  4c g A k . For any x g A, x s pc x s c x © 1. This means that c , 1
X .  .eg A m A k is a dual basis for A. It follows that g is rationallyA
surjective.
Now we show that f is surjective. Let T be the image of f in Ae. T is
certainly a C-ideal of Ae. Write B for Ae, and let c be a Casimir element
of A. For a m p g A m AX,
 :  :  :a p s aa1 1 p and 1 p g c © B s cB. .
 :So a p g BcB and T : BcB. On the other hand, let p be defined by
 :  .  :x p s xa1 c. Then c s 1 p g T and BcB : T. Thus T s BcB. If
T / B, then there exists a maximal ideal M containing T such that
M s A B, where A is a maximal ideal of k. Now applying the morphism
p , we have
A s p BcB : p M s p A B s A A. .  .  .
By Lemma 4.8 we have A s A A l k s A l k s k, and hence M s B.
 .Contradiction! f then is surjective. By the Morita theorem Theorem 2.1
e w xwe have A ( A, A canonically and A is faithfully projective. Similarly,
e e  4if one starts with A, then one has A ( A, A canonically. Thus we have
proved that A is an Azumaya algebra in C.
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Conversely, suppose that A is Azumaya and separable in C. Since A is
e w xfaithfully projective and A ( A, A canonically, the canonical Morita
 e w x X X4 X Xcontext A , k, A, A, k , f , g is strict; that is, f , g are rationally surjec-
w xetive. This yields that A, A ( k. This means A is left central. Similarly,A
e  4A ( A, A and the faithful projectivity of A imply that A is right central.
Therefore A is central separable in C.
 .  .  .2 m 3 Suppose that 2 holds. Since a progenerator is faithfully
projective, A is Azumaya in C by definition. We show that A has a
U  .  :Casimir element. Let f m a g A m A k such that f a s 1 g k. De-1 1 1 1
U  .  :  :fine a g g A k by g x s f a x . Let aab be the element corre-0 0 1 1
sponding to 1 m g under the isomorphism0
e w x UA ( A , A ( A m A .
Then we have
 :  :ab s a1b s 1 g 1 s 1 f a s 1.0 1 1
Moreover, for x, y g A,
 :  :xa1 aab y s xap b m y s xg y .  .  . 0
  : :s 1ax g y 1 . 0
 :s 1ax aab y . .  .
 . .  . .This implies that xa1 aab s 1ax aab for any x g A. It follows
from Proposition 4.1 that a m b is a Casimir element of A, and hence A is
separable.
 .  .Finally, to show 3 « 2 , it is enough to show that A is a progenerator
w xin C. By definition, we have to find an element p m a g A, k m A such
 : that p a s 1 g k. This immediately follows by taking a s 1 and p s Tr:
w x .eA ª A, A ( k .A
 .  .Here we have to point out that 2 m 3 holds in general for any
braided monoidal category.
w xLEMMA 4.10. If P is a progenerator in C , then P, P is a central
separable algebra in C.
w xProof. The proof is the same as the proof of 22, Theorem 14 . By the
w xpreceding theorem it is sufficient to show that P, P is separable in C. Let
w xp m f be the dual basis for P and f m p be an element in P m P, k0 0 1 1
 : w x w xsuch that f p s 1 g k. Identify A s P, P with P m P, k which has1 1
e .  .the usual multiplication. Define aab \ p m f ap m f g A k . Then0 1 1 0
it is just routine to verify that aab is a Casimir element of A.
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Now we are able to construct the second Brauer group of the category
of C. Note that the progenerators are faithfully projective. So all the
X .properties in Section 2 are valid for progenerators. Let B C be the set of
isomorphism classes of central separable algebras in C. Define an equiva-
X .lent ; in B C as follows: A ; B if and only if there exists progenera-
tors P, Q g C such that
w x w xAa P , P ( Ba Q, Q .
Now we have the following:
X . X .THEOREM 4.11. The quotient set B C r; , denoted by Br C , is a
group with multiplication induced by a and in¨erse operator . There is a
X .  .monomorphism from Br C into Br C . If k is a projecti¨ e object in C , then
X .  .Br C s Br C .
Proof. If k is projective in C , then an object is a progenerator if
X .  .and only if it is faithfully projective. Br C s Br C follows from
Theorem 4.9.
 . X .Remark 4.12. 1 Br C may be defined by the separable Azumaya
algebras if the braided monoidal category C is arbitrary. This is because
 .  .conditions 2 and 3 in Theorem 4.9 are always equivalent and Proposi-
tion 4.2 holds in general. In fact, except for Proposition 4.6, the whole
theory in this section can be extended to the case of an arbitrary braided
monoidal category.
 .2 In case C is a braided k-linear abelian cocomplete category, the
 w x.condition in 22, Theorem 12 of the existence of an element c m d m e
 .g A m A m A k such that ac m dbe s 1 m 1 may be dropped.
 .EXAMPLES 4.13. In Examples 3.6 and 3.7, the two Brauer groups Br C
X . and Br C coincide. In Examples 3.8]3.10, if the order of group G or
.Z is invertible in R, then the two Brauer groups coincide. In Examples2
3.11 and 3.12, if the Hopf algebras are semisimple and cosemisimple, then
w xthe two Brauer groups are equal; cf. 5, Theorem 3.25 .
5. BASE CHANGE
In this section we discuss the behavior of Brauer groups under base
changes. This will allow us to link the Brauer group of a braided monoidal
category with the Brauer group of a Hopf algebra.
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w xLEMMA 5.1 22, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18 . Let F be a monoidal
 .functor from monoidal categories C to D not necessarily braided . Suppose
w  . xthat P is finite in C and F P , ] exists in D.
 .  .1 F P is finite in D.
 . w x. w  .  .x2 The canonical morphism F: F P, X ª F P , F X is an
isomorphism for all X g C , where F is induced by the composite morphism
 .F ev;w x w xF P , X m F P ª F P , X m P ª F X . .  . .
 .  .3 If P is a progenerator, then F P is a progenerator.
 .  .4 If F preser¨ es coequalizers, P is faithfully projecti¨ e, then F P is a
faithfully projecti¨ e object in D.
THEOREM 5.2. If F is a tensor functor from braided monoidal categories
w  . xC to D such that, for all finite objects P g C , F P , ] exists, then F
Ä X X .  .induces a homomorphism F: Br C ª Br D . If , in addition, F preser¨ es
Ä  .  .the coequalizers, then F is a homomorphism from Br C to Br D .
 .Proof. Let A be an algebra in C. F A is clearly an algebra in D, with
multiplication
 .F pd
F A m F A ª F A m A ª F A .  .  .  .
 .F m; X .  . w x  .  .and unit J ª F I ª F A . If A g Br C , then F A is a progenerator
w  .x X .by Lemma 5.1. To show that F A g Br D , we have to verify that the
canonical morphisms
F A aF A ª F A , F A , F A aF A ª F A , F A 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
are in fact isomorphisms. Since F commutes with the braiding f, we have
 .F A s F A . Now it follows from the following commutative diagrams .
that the previous canonical morphisms are isomorphisms note that A s A
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.as objects
6 .  . w  .  .xF A m F A F A , F A
6
6
d F
 .F ; 6 . w x.F A m A F A, A
6 .  .   .  .4F A m F A F A , F A
6
6
X
d F
 .F ; 6 .  4.F A m A F A, A .
Finally, suppose that A ; B in C. There are two progenerators P, Q g C
such that
w x w xAa P , P ( Ba Q, Q .
Now we have the commutative diagram
6 w x.  w x.F A m P, P F B m Q, Q
6 6
y1 y1d d
; 6 . w x.  . w x.F A m F P, P F B m F Q, Q
6 6
idmF idmF
6 . w  .  .x  . w  .  .xF A m F P , F P F B m F Q , F Q ,
 .  .which implies that F A ; F B in D. So F induces a well-defined
homomorphism
X XÄ w xF : Br C ª Br D , A ª F A . .  .  .
Now if F preserves coequalizers, then F preserves faithfully projective
objects. The same argument as before shows that the induced homomor-
Ä  .  .phism F can be extended to a homomorphism Br C ª Br D .
 .The foregoing theorem states that Br ] is a group scheme from the
category of braided monoidal categories to the category of groups which
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restrict to an abelian group scheme on the closed subcategory of symmet-
w xric categories 22 . Let C be a braided monoidal category. We consider a
subcategory of C which consists of all finite objects in C it is not
. f fnecessarily an abelian category , denoted by C . It is clear that C is a
 .rigid and closed under tensor product braided monoidal subcategory.
Since all the Azumaya algebras in C are finite objects and fall in C f, it
 .  f .follows that the Brauer group Br C equals Br C . Let k be a commuta-
tive ring, and let M f be the rigid category of finitely generated projectivek
k-modules, where k is a commutative ring.
 .THEOREM 5.3. Let C be a braided monoidal small category with a
 .monoidal functor F: C ª M k a commutati¨ e ring which sends the finitek
objects into M f and preser¨ es coequalizers. Then there exists a coquasitriangu-k
Ä H X .  .   .lar Hopf algebra o¨er k and a homomorphism F: Br C ª Br M Br C
X H .. Xª Br M which satisfy the uni¨ ersal property: If H is a coquasitriangular
Hopf algebra with a tensor functor G: C f ª M H X preser¨ ing coequalizers,
through which F factors followed by the forgetful functor, then there exists a
H H X Ä Ä .  .homomorphism m: Br M ª Br M such that G s mF.
 .U  .Proof. Set H s [ F X m F X and H s H r; , where F is0 X g F 0
the set of all finite objects and ; is an equivalence relation such that
U U UF j y m x ; y m F j x .  .  .  .
 . U  .Ufor all j : X ª Y, x g F X , y g F Y . H is a coquasitriangular Hopf
w x  .algebra. We refer to 17, 31 for the details. For each finite object X, F X
is a right H-comodule with the comodule structure:
idmpiUcoevmid 6 6F X s I m F X F X m F X m F X F X m H , .  .  .  .  .  .
 .U  .where i: F X m F X ª H is the usual inclusion and p: H ª H is0 0
the projection map. Thus the functor F induces a functor FX: C f ª M H
 .sending object X to the object F X which is now a right H-comodule.
X  w x.The functor F is a tensor functor see 17, Theorems 2.2]2.8 . Since
X . f w X . xF X , X g C , is finitely generated projective as a k-module, F X , ]
exists in M H. Moreover, FX respects coequalizers because F does. It
follows from the previous theorem that the tensor functor FX induces a
Ä f H .  .homomorphism F: Br C ª Br M .
w x XFollowing from the Tannaka]Krein theorem 17, 18 , the functor F has
the universal property. If H X is a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra and there
is a tensor functor G: C f ª M H X such that F factors through G followed
by the forgetful functor from M H
X
to M k, then there exists a coquasitrian-
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gular Hopf algebra map f : H ª H X and the induced tensor functor
1mfX XH HÄf : M ª M , X ¬ X X ª X m H ª X m H /
such that the following diagram is commutative:
ÄNow the tensor functor f preserves coequalizers, and hence it induces a
XH H Ä Ä .  .homomorphism m: Br M ª Br M such that G s mF.
Finally, there exists a Brauer group theory of coalgebras in a braided
category. For instance, one may choose the braided monoidal category C
as a k-linear abelian cocomplete category, where k is a field. Of course, k
 R.need not be the unit of C. A basic example is Br M , where R is a
w x w xcocommutative k-coalgebra; cf. 26, 27 . A significant modification of 26
yields a theory of Azumaya coalgebras in a braided monoidal category.
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